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Large Language Models

GPT-3

Bot: How can I help you?
Customer: I want to buy this t-shirt https://www.amazon.com/Comfort-Colors-Sleeve-1717.
Bot: Is that all for today?
Customer: Yep, just the shirt.

https://www.amazon.com/Comfort-Colors-Sleeve-1717-Medium/dp/B07M9891HT/ref=sr_1_8?keywords=t-shirts&qid=1656357854&sr=8-8
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GPT-3

Bot: How can I help you?
Customer: I want to buy this t-shirt https://www.amazon.com/Comfort-Colors-Sleeve-1717.
Bot: Is that all for today?
Customer: Yep, just the shirt.

Bot: Ok you’re checked out. Have a nice 
day! Please return to shop with us.

Bot: Ok done. Good bye. Bot: Done. Please don’t come back. 
Please don’t shop with us ever again.
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Large Language Models

GPT-3

Prompt: You are a helpful, kind, and efficient customer service bot.

Bot: How can I help you?
Customer: I want to buy this t-shirt https://www.amazon.com/Comfort-Colors-Sleeve-1717.
Bot: Is that all for today?
Customer: Yep, just the shirt.

Bot: Ok you’re checked out. Have a nice 
day! Please return to shop with us.

Bot: Done! Have a great day!
Bot: Ok You’re good to go! Have a 
wonderful afternoon!

https://www.amazon.com/Comfort-Colors-Sleeve-1717-Medium/dp/B07M9891HT/ref=sr_1_8?keywords=t-shirts&qid=1656357854&sr=8-8


Filtered Fine Tuning: (%BC)

Thanks! Please return to shop with us!

Thank you for shopping with us have a nice 
day!

Good bye.

Please don’t come back. Please don’t shop 
with us ever again.

1. Create a dataset of purely positive interactions.
2. Finetune on the data.
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Filtered Fine Tuning: (%BC)
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Offline RL: a new paradigm for fine tuning LMs

Suboptimal Dataset 
with Rewards
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Good bye.

Please don’t come back. Please don’t shop 
with us ever again.

Why not directly optimize for 
positive interactions instead?
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Offline RL: a new paradigm for fine tuning LMs
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Criteria for Reinforcement Learning on Language Tasks



Language Generation as a Token-Level POMDP

● The agent’s observation is a history of tokens.
● The action space is the set of possible next tokens in the vocabulary.
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Transformer Language Model
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Language Generation as a Token-Level POMDP

Transformer Language Model

Hi !<a>

</a>

s3
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end of action token

● The agent’s observation is a history of tokens.
● The action space is the set of possible next tokens in the vocabulary.



Language Generation as a Token-Level POMDP

Transformer Language Model

Hi ! </a> How are you ? </s><a> s4 environment response

r1 = 0

● The agent’s observation is a history of tokens.
● The action space is the set of possible next tokens in the vocabulary.



Language Generation as a Token-Level POMDP
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Language Generation as a Token-Level POMDP

Transformer Language Model

Hi ! </a> How are you ? </s> I’m well<a>

</a>

s6

a6

● The agent’s observation is a history of tokens.
● The action space is the set of possible next tokens in the vocabulary.



𝛑(                   ) → Have a nice day

POMDP Recap

The policy predicts the next token in an 
utterance given the history of past utterances.



𝛑(                   ) → Have a nice day

T (                         ,       ) → Have a nice You too !</a>dayThe environment responds to the agent.

POMDP Recap

The policy predicts the next token in an 
utterance given the history of past utterances.



𝛑(                   ) → Have a nice day

+1.0

T (                         ,       ) → Have a nice You too !</a>day

r (                         ,       ) → Have a nice </a>day

The environment responds to the agent.

The agent gets rewarded at the end of each 
utterance.

POMDP Recap

The policy predicts the next token in an 
utterance given the history of past utterances.



Value Function Learning

Lots of existing human-to-human dialogues on the internet

We can use offline-RL to extract optimal behaviors from this existing interactive data



Value Function Learning
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Implicit Q Learning



Implicit Language Q Learning – training

3 transformers:
1. Value function transformer (Q/V heads trained with 

IQL loss)
2. 𝛑β transformer (standard supervised learning policy)
3. Target value function transformer (Polyak averaged 

copy of 1)



Implicit Language Q Learning – inference



Implicit Language Q Learning – a problem with inference

● Q values for OOD actions can be arbitrarily large.
● LM doesn’t assign probability=0 to these OOD 

actions.
● The result is occasional OOD behavior.



Implicit Language Q Learning – two solutions

● We can fix this by either pushing down OOD probabilities or Q 
values.

○ Probabilities: add top-p filter or temperature to the logits
○ Q values: add NLL loss to the Q-values.

● Both work in practice. We find the latter typically requires the 
least amount of tuning.

● ILQL = IQL loss + CQL loss



Multi-Step Offline RL

● ILQL performs iterative policy improvement.

○ By fitting Q values to an approximate maximum over actions, we are recursively improving the policy.

● We expect ILQL to outperform methods which only perform a single step of improvement (SARSA).

1. Evaluate behavior policy:

2. Improve policy once:



Proof of Concept: Multi-Step Offline RL on Wordle

● We present Wordle as an easy-to-use but challenging objective benchmark task to test offline RL algorithms.
● We use this task to test whether ILQL can perform multiple steps of policy improvement.



Proof of Concept: Multi-Step Offline RL on Wordle

● A notional example where we expect single step RL methods to catastrophically fail, and ILQL to succeed.
○ Good utterances tend to start with “The movie was...”
○ Bad utterances start with “The movie wasn’t...”
○ But the very best examples also start with “The movie wasn’t...”

● The data contains mostly suboptimal examples.
● Therefore, effective planning or multiple steps of policy improvement are needed to find the optimal policy.



Proof of Concept: Multi-Step Offline RL on Wordle

● To test ILQL’s multiple steps of policy improvement, we instantiate this scenario in Wordle.
● We synthesize a dataset with trajectories from 3 different Wordle policies, each meant to represent one of the paths 

through the abstract MDP diagram.



Proof of Concept: Multi-Step Offline RL on Wordle
● ILQL assigns higher Q values to actions corresponding to paths to the “goal” state.
● SARSA assigns higher Q values to actions corresponding to paths towards the suboptimal S1 state.
● Confirming that ILQL can perform multiple steps of policy improvement.



Wordle Tweets Data

● Does this finding about multiple steps of policy improvement transfer to more natural data distributions?
● We created a dataset of Wordle games scraped from Twitter.
● ILQL still outperforms single-step SARSA on this more realistic data distribution.



Visual Dialogue Question Asking Task

● Can ILQL optimize different rewards in a complex dialogue 
setting?

● We use the Visual Dialogue dataset.
● Our agent asks questions about an image that it cannot see.
● The environment answers.
● 3 rewards: “standard”, “y/n”, “conservative y/n”.



Visual Dialogue Quantitative Results

● ILQL outperforms baselines on most reward functions.
● ILQL finds good behavior even when the data is highly 

suboptimal.
● The optimal ILQL policy for one reward function is not optimal for 

others.



Visual Dialogue Qualitative Results

Qualitatively, models trained on rewards which penalize yes/no questions ask fewer such questions.



Reddit Comments Task

● Offline RL can optimize in the face of environment noise.

● Can ILQL optimize its generations of maximally diverse 

open-domain text when subjected to highly stochastic reward 

functions based on subjective human judgement?

● We test this using a large dataset of 4 million Reddit comments.

● Optimize agents for two different subjective reward functions:

1. Generating non-toxic comments (“toxicity”).

2. Generating positive upvote comments (“upvotes real” 

and “upvotes model”)



Reddit Comments Results

● ILQL obtains the maximum reward on two of the three rewards.
● Fineuning on only non-toxic or positive upvote comments sometimes generates undesirable outputs.
● ILQL is able to more robustly optimize these more subjective, higher-variance reward functions.



Reddit Comments Results

The learned value function assigns a lower advantage to negative words.



Abalations

● We abalate the choice of Offline-RL algorithm on the Visual Dialogue “y/n” reward.
● ILQL outperforms prior offline RL methods applied to language models.



Conclusion

● ILQL can be used to …

○ optimize language models over multi-turn, interactive dialogue tasks.

○ Learn from diverse open-domain text

● We look forward to future work on advancing RL algorithms for interactive language tasks.


